
Thank you for joining today to learn more about promoting student mental health and well-
being during the return to school. These are unusual and uncertain times in schools, so we 
want to be as prepared as we can and to help our students to feel safe and cared for as we 
start this very unique school year.  We have invited our whole staff to join the session 
today, because any one of you may be the one who a student chooses when they are 
needing a helping hand.  We want to equip each of you to help in supporting a mentally 
healthy return to school. 
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School boards have a strong commitment to enhance and protect student mental health as 
we return to school.  This is the foundation for student success during this challenging time.  
Students can only feel ready to engage and learn when they feel mentally well and are 
warmly welcomed back to class.  Above all, students need to feel safe, confident, included 
and cared for, whether they attend school in person or remotely, in coming months.
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And the same is true for staff. This is all very difficult.  Like students, many staff members 
have experienced hardship, worry, disruption and loss over the past several months.  
Coming back to school holds many emotions for all of us.  We all have a COVID story.  
Before we can get to the work at hand and our preparation for students, we need to take a 
moment to process what has happened, and to check in with one another.  

To begin, we would invite you to take a few moments to reflect on these questions. You 
might want to keep a few notes as you consider each question.  Take about 5 minutes to 
consider these questions on your own.  
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Thanks for taking a moment to reflect on what has been.  It is important to recognize and 
be aware of our own experiences as a first step to being ready and able to support our 
students in their experiences. It is good to be back together.  We are in this together – and 
we will get through this together.  Let’s now turn our attention to what the experts tell us 
needs to happen for a mentally healthy return to school.
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Let’s listen to the experts…

https://youtu.be/PNZwnRn2Rh0

Reflect for a moment on the messages that students shared.  What is one thing that you 
will take away and keep with you as students return to school?
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Before we describe your role, we want to pause for a reflection.  A few times today, we will 
talk about the importance of our own self-care and well-being so that we have the energy 
and capacity to help our students through these challenging days and weeks.  Please take a 
moment to reflect on this image and quote and consider how this is true in your own life.  
It can be helpful to reflect on where we sometimes forget to put on our oxygen mask first. 
But just like we want our medical professionals to bring their best selves to their practice 
everyday, we need give our own wellness the attention it deserves so we can be there for 
our students.  
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Further, we recognize that your role as a staff member during the pandemic is not your 
only role. You may also be a parent trying to support your child as they return to school, or 
a spouse supporting a partner who has lost a job or is part of an essential service, or a child 
of a parent with health concerns, and so on. You undoubtedly have many hats and some 
days, maybe even most days, are tough. And as helpers, being gentle and taking care of 
our own needs often falls towards the bottom of our to do lists. But truly the only way 
sustain and be at your best during this tough time is to pull out your self-care skills and take 
the time to practice them. You know best what this means for you – what you need to 
nourish your mind, body, and spirit to stay strong under stress.
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Self-care is deeply personal for each individual. The following chart provides some 
examples of activities and strategies that may be helpful to consider incorporating into your 
everyday routines and practices.

 Source: Coping with Corona: Applying Emotional Intelligence at Work and Home –
Leadership Edition (e-book) Oji Life Lab and Yale Centre for Emotional Intelligence
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School Mental Health Ontario has put together a little personal resiliency tip sheet to 
perhaps jog a few ideas for practicing these skills, but there is no one “right way” to do 
this. Click on the link and read the document.  Reflect on how this applies to you.

https://smho-smso.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/TipSheet-Personal-Resiliency-During-
Covid19-ENG.pdf
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Sometimes educators and other school staff want to help with student mental health, but 
they aren’t sure what to do, and they are sometimes fearful that they might say or do 
something wrong that might make a student with mental health problems worse 
somehow. That is such a caring and understandable response. When you understand your 
role, it can help you to feel more confident.
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It is helpful to remember that our main role in schools relates to wellness and 
prevention. It follows then that main role of school staff is to help to support mental 
health through welcoming and inclusive classroom environments, building student mental 
health knowledge and social-emotional skills, and keeping an eye out for students who 
might be struggling with their mental health at school. Educators are not mental health 
professionals, but we can create caring classrooms where students are comfortable taking 
risks, practicing social-emotional skills, and asking for help when they need it. Other school 
staff can also support by taking time to greet students warmly, get to know them, and keep 
a watchful eye for when something seems to be unusual for them or when they need a 
helping hand.  
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This resource was created by a work group of mental health professionals and educators to 
assist schools with the first 10 days back at school.

The First 10 Days resource was created by practicing school mental health professionals 
and educators, alongside School Mental Health Ontario. It is not meant to be prescriptive. 
Instead, it offers a range of ideas to help you to get the school year off to a good start, in 
spite of the challenges. You can certainly substitute different activities. The ones here are 
meant to spark ideas. And you can of course modify strategies to fit with your class grade 
and complement. 

The activities outlined in the resource focus on relationships, connection and community. 
They are designed to help students ease into school routines. That will allow them time to 
learn and practice skills to manage the emotions and challenges they may encounter in 
coming weeks. As they learn ways for supporting social-emotional learning and mental 
health, students can create a “toolbox” of strategies to practice throughout the year in and 
outside school. 

Ideas within the First 10 Days are meant to be used universally, class-wide. Of course, this 
work must also be culturally-relevant and responsive. We anticipate that all students will 
need a chance to debrief, build relationships, feel a sense of safety and belonging, calm 
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anxiety, re-engage with learning, and honour missed rituals/milestones when they return to 
school. Research tells us that students need these foundations to be ready to learn.

https://smho-smso.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/The-First-10-Days.pdf

Please take 30 minutes to review this material.  If possible, reach out to others to discuss.
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Fortunately, some good thinkers have done some work helping to frame this for us.  Let’s 
hear from Joanne Quinn from the New Pedagogies for Deep Learning Global Partnership, 
led by herself, Michael Fullan, Max Drummy and Mag Gardner.

Video link: https://youtu.be/ySifoZfZuMQ
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We are striving for a return to school that reaffirms our commitment to relationships, and 
to approaches that honour and respect the lived realities of all our students.  At this time, 
we must particularly see and center those who face marginalization, inequity, or 
oppression in any way.  We need to listen for, and respond to their needs – spoken and 
unspoken.  We need to check our privilege and educate ourselves about difficult matters 
like systemic racism and the impact of the social determinants of health; like employment 
and working conditions, food security, and freedom from discrimination and violence.  And 
we must do what we can each day to help students to feel valued for their identity, and to 
bolster their sense of emotional resilience and  hope through authentic allyship, humility, 
and walking alongside.  As caring adults in a student’s life, our words and actions matter.  
We need to lead with compassion and understanding and know that some students will 
need more of our help, depending on the story they are bringing with them in their 
backpack.
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Let’s take a moment to think about how we can honour the broad tapestry of stories we 
will encounter as students come back to school.  How can we make caring connections and 
help students to feel safe, welcomed, and included so that they are ready to engage and 
learn?  

Here are some questions to think about.  Take a few minutes to reflect on these.  Jot down 
a few notes.  Then pair up with someone to discuss if possible.
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Just as there is a tapestry of stories, there is a continuum of emotions that students may be 
coming to school with. Consider the range of emotions that students might be feeling right 
now. Emotions like optimism, contentment and gratitude might well be present. We might 
also see apprehension, loneliness, fear and worry, or anger and irritability during this time 
of physical distancing as the weeks pass by. And sometimes, grief and loss, hopelessness, 
and depressed mood. But it isn’t that some students are completely optimistic, and others 
completely in despair. It isn’t likely linear in this way for students, or for us.

Students may be experiencing a range of emotions as well as parents/families and us as 
educators and staff. 

Below is a link to information about a new Mental Health Course available to educators.  

LINKS: 

https://smho-smso.ca/educators/learn-more/mh-lit-online-course/

Contact Cathy Lethbridge clethbridge@scdsb.on.ca for more information about accessing 
this course.
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Though our imaginary emotion clouds, and those of our students’, may all look different, 
there are probably some commonalities when it comes to what sorts of things influence 
how we are feeling day to day. What sorts of things might be impacting on our students, 
their families, ourselves these days to influence the range of emotions 
experienced?. Taking it up a level, and thinking of our students, we might see that how 
they are feeling depends on their personal stressors and circumstances, the stressors that 
others close to them are carrying, maybe their perceptions about collective stressors and 
circumstances, and “the unknowns” they may be imagining. How the student responds to 
these stressors is influenced by a number of things, including their own pre-existing and 
emerging vulnerabilities, as well as strengths, supports, and strategies.
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The ABC’s of creating a mentally healthy return to school are: 

A - Acknowledge that the challenges experienced by the pandemic are new, and that we 
are finding our way together.
B - Bridge teacher-student relationships between the different learning environments 
(traditional classroom to a virtual learning environment).
C - Connect all students as they return to school, with particular support and attention
offered to those who need more help to engage

We will describe each one briefly.
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Explicitly acknowledging the challenges of our times, and giving people space to reflect and 
process, can go a long way to moving forward.  This is true for the students you serve and 
their families.  And for yourself too!
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Relationships are at the heart of what will allow us to move forward through these difficult 
days.  This is what you do best as caring school staff.  When we lead with caring and 
compassion, students feel more ready to engage and learn.
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Connecting students, and re-connecting them, will be needed in the first weeks of school, 
but also as things evolve over the course of the year.  Students who are steady at one time 
may need more support at another time.  Being attentive to the needs, and offering caring 
support that is within your role and training, is one way to help with a mentally healthy 
return to school.
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We would like to take the ABC's one step further and consider the ways that we can:

D – Develop or harness individual and class strengths. Remind students of their skills, 
qualities, identities, and positive spirit / optimism.
E – Engage supports and remind students to look for the helpers. They are 
everywhere! Highlight personal and community supports and resources.
F – Focus on strategies that can help with positive coping.
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At this point in our learning, we hope you have a sense of your role in schools in 
supporting mental health and well-being, and how this bridges with other priorities during 
the return to school.
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So far we have been reviewing mental health and well-being strategies that are good for all 
students.  However, some students will display increasing worries or mental health 
difficulties.  This may happen a bit more than usual in coming weeks.  As noted, it is not 
unusual for students to feel worried, unsettled, irritable, or stressed as we return to 
school. So how can we know when these natural feelings are becoming a problem? How 
do we know when a student might need more support with their mental health? You 
might notice signs like these as you engage with students in remote learning as well. And 
you might wonder if you should be concerned.
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It isn’t only what you are observing, but how often, how intensely, and for how long. And 
you will also want to pay attention to how much the difficulties interfere with regular 
activities, and how distressing it is for the student.
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If you notice something worrisome about a student’s well-being during return to school, 
have a conversation with the student and family. The Supporting Minds document can 
provide helpful suggestions.  It's important to be aware of current board protocols and 
practices related to referring to school or community mental health services so that those 
with specialized training in this area, like school mental health professionals registered with 
a professional College, can offer support.

If you don’t have your printed copy of Supporting Minds, please download and save it to 
your computer.

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/document/reports/SupportingMinds.pdf
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And most of all, whatever they are facing, your relationship with students MATTERS!

• Just as you are a steady supportive influence for students in regular times, your caring 
presence makes a huge difference for those who are struggling with their mental health 
and wellness now

• Helping students to feel a sense of belonging and care can help them through a tough 
patch

• Strong relationships with school staff can be a protective influence for students
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School Mental Health Ontario has a website of resources for educators, school leaders, 
staff, students and parents.  After viewing this introductory video, take 15 minutes to 
explore the resources available through School Mental Health Ontario.  Additional 
resources and links are available on the Mental Health and Well-being page on the Staff 
Website.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esg2w0gmtFo&feature=youtu.be
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As a reminder, here are our main take away messages from today>
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As a school community, we will get through this ‘return to school’ together.  
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We appreciate and value the importance that each of you play in the mental health and 
well-being of our students.  We are confident in SCDSB staff’s ability to rise to every 
challenge.  We are here to support you.  Please reach out to us.  Our contact information is 
on the next slide.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoekx86zJ_w&feature=youtu.be
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